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What is it? 
An enjoyable, competitive and physical team event. 

Encouraged by our crazy MC, your guests get to hurl 

themselves through an inflatable assault course of 

frantic fun, foam and folly where only the most 

dedicated and driven team will be victorious! 

Welcome to the ultimate knockout challenge. 

How does it work? 
Teams are formed and compete against one another 

in a variety of games. 3 points are scored for winning 

a game, 2 for a draw and 1 for losing but competing. 

Points will be displayed on large scoreboards so that 

teams can see how they are progressing throughout 

the day. Teams are also issued with a ‘Joker’ card – 

which when used doubles the points won in a single 

round. 

At the end of the day, the team with the most points 

will win! Your ‘It’s a Knockout’ event is entirely flexible 

and allows you to pick challenges to suit your 

audience and requirements. There are a myriad of 

options to choose from, including some of the 

following: 

Amazing Slippery Wall  

A water based relay race. Water soaked foam balls  

are carried over an inflatable wall and the water is 

squeezed out into a measuring container. The more 

water collected in the container, the more chance a 

team has of winning. 

 

 

 

Bog Ski 

Two teams race side by side. First they tackle the 

crazy skis, then the hoppers and then through the 

inflatable sausage and over the foam filled bog.  

The team with the most “goals” wins!  

Bondi Beach Surf Challenge 

Grab a surfboard and strap on some goggles, then 

belly surf on a special inflatable run to see who slides 

the furthest. 

Bouncy Boxing 

This activity has your guests strapping on the biggest 

boxing gloves you’re ever likely to see. They then 

climb into an inflatable ring and bounce around 

trying to knock each other over. 

Bungee Run 

Our instructors will attach two guests to a bungee 

cord harness. Using all their body strength to sprint 

along the inflatable alley, the runners try to place 

their bean bag further than their opponent. 

Bungee Splash 

Head-to-head all out action. The objective is to 

transport water held in sponges from one end of a 

course to the other. Team mates soak up water in 

the sponge, and throw it to each other along the 

course, incorporating a twin bungee run. The 

sponges are then squeezed into a holding bucket.  

The team with the most water in their buckets at  

the end wins. It’s going to be wet… 
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Crazy Ball Relay 

Two teams race head to head in a relay along the 4 

lane course, dribbling a ball at the same time. 

Giant Ski Slalom 

Four people, one behind another, have all their right 

feet on the right ski, and all their left feet on the left 

ski. With great co-ordination the team must 

manoeuvre themselves through the slalom, round  

the roundabout and back. You’ll soon learn left  

from right! 

Human Table Football 

Two teams compete against each other in a life size 

inflatable version of the traditional pub game, with 

the team players strapped to the poles. The team 

scoring the most goals wins. 

Inflatable Assault Course 

This is a team relay race. Team members rush through 

an assortment of giant inflatable obstacles. Tunnels, 

barriers, walls and vertical posts stand in the way of 

the racers and their goal – to reach the end of the 

course and tag a team mate. The first team with all 

members completing the course win! 

Scatty Scooters 

The object of the game is to move 100 footballs  

from one end of the course to the other using  

scooters, barrows, flippers and specially adapted 

helmets with a bucket on top.  

Hmmm – sounds scatty.  

 

Inflatable Beach Volleyball 

It’s a 5 a side volleyball game. But playing on an 

enormous inflatable where teams can only move  

by bouncing across the court, which will make 

things interesting… 

Pedestal Joust 

Two of your guests can battle it out on the 

“gladiator” pedestal joust. Use your jousting skills  

to knock your opponent off the pedestal and on  

to the inflatable flooring. 

Penalty Shoot Out 

The idea is to beat the goalie by kicking a Velcro 

covered football past them and making it stick to 

either the targets or the back wall of this 10ft high 

inflatable. 

Pillow Fight 

This is a gladiator style game where one member 

from each team takes on an opponent from the 

opposing team with the aim of knocking them off  

of a pole with a pillow. Different weighted pillows 

are available for different sized people. 

Pulsar Pod - Quasar Battle 

A giant inflatable ‘pod’ which comprises of a series 

of dimly lit, smoke-filled tunnels. Players are provided 

with a laser gun complete with high-tech sound 

effects and a fixed amount of shots. You will be able 

to recharge your gun at any time during the game. 

Strategy and tactics are required to ensure you 

have the highest score of hits on the computer 

generated print out. 
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Ready Steady Barbie 

Teams select giant foam ingredients to put on the 

barbie (a barbeque to you and I), located at the end 

of the course. Once they have navigated their way 

through the course, the teams assemble their dishes 

and name their creations. Points are awarded for the 

most nosh on the barbie, and for the most inventive 

names. 

Tug of War 

The traditional Tug of War makes a great finale to  

the day. Each team can face up to one other and  

try their strength, as the other teams watch on. 

Who is it suitable for? 
• Energetic adults 

• Colleagues, clients or families 

•  Most effective for 40 or more people 

What are the benefits and outcomes 
• An exciting way for guests to socialise and   

compete 

• Action packed morning or afternoon 

• Team building and bonding through fun  

   physical activities 

• A revitalising experience 

 

 

. Enhancements  

• Test teams’ mental and communication  

    capabilities by incorporating a variety of mix  

    and match teamwork challenges 

• The array of games can be used to enhance  

   any family fun day – for kids and adults alike 

•  We can provide themed prizes for the winners, 

    coloured T-shirts or caps for each team and a 

    professional photographer to capture the best  

    bits of the day 

•  The event and the teams can be tailored to any 

    theme; from pirates to monkeys, ninjas or zombies 

    with costumes, props and music 


